PRACTICAL INFO
How can you reach Constanta?
 By plane:


Best way to reach Constanta is to fly to the International Airport "Mihail
Kogalniceanu". The airport is located 30 km northwest of Constanta, in the town
of Mihail Kogalniceanu.
o From the Kogalniceanu Airport to city town we recommend to take a taxi
(the taxi station is located in front of the airport). The price is around 100
RON (25 euros).
o From the Kogalniceanu Airport to Constanta you can also take the bus.
TranSEvren company have a bus with departure from the airport at every
hour (11:00, 12:00, 13:00… etc.). The price of the ticket is 2 euros. You
could buy the ticket from the driver. The timetable of the buses can be found
here:
http://www.autogari.ro/Transport/MihailKogalniceanuCT-Constanta?zi=&pas=



Another option is to fly to International Bucharest "Otopeni" Airport. From
Bucharest "Otopeni" Airport the best way to come to Constanta is to take the shuttle
bus (Kirvad Company) from the airport arrivals gate. The cost is 70 RON (16
euros) and you can buy the tickets from the driver. You can find the timetable here
http://kirvad.ro/.

 By bus:


You can arrive to Constanta from Istanbul with a TranSEvren company bus. The
cost is 125 RON (30 euros)/one way and you can find details about timetables and
routes here.

Remark 1: All prices in Romania are in RON. So, if you can purchase a small amount of RON
before arriving Romania, this will help you to avoid the rates from the airports, which are not that
good. Then you may pay in cash the taxi or the bus at your arrival.
Remark 2: PLEASE CHECK AT YOUR CONSULATE IF YOU NEED VISA FOR YOUR
STAY OR NOT. You will find some information here.
In Constanta, how can you reach "Ovidius" University?
The exact address for “Ovidius” University is Bd. Mamaia, nr. 124, Constanta (click here for a
map).
How can you reach Hotel Megalos
The Megalos Hotel is located just across the university. More details here: http://megalos.ro/en/

How can you reach University Hotel
From Constanta railway station we recommend to take a taxi (in Romania the cost for a taxi ride
is quite low). Another option is to take the bus no. 40 (for about 25 minutes) until the bus station
"Pescarie", which is located just near "Ovidius" University Hotel.
How can you reach Hotel Aurora
From Constanta railway station we recommend to take a taxi (in Romania the cost for a taxi ride
is quite low). Another option is to take the bus no. 40 (for about 25 minutes) until the bus station
"Pescarie" and after that you must walk around 900m.
Restaurants in Constanta. A list with restaurants in Constanta can be found here or here.
Some tourist attractions from Constanta can be found here and here.
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